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Purpose

This study investigates the role of collaborative spaces as organizational support for internal innovation through cross-functional teams and through open innovation with external stakeholders. In particular, the study focuses on collaborative spaces as tools for multiplex - i.e., simultaneous internal and external- boundary management in open innovation projects.

Design/methodology/approach

We conducted a qualitative study in a multi-divisional organization that set up a collaborative space for collaborative product development in its headquarters. Data were collected through semi-structured interviews and participant observations.

Findings

Findings highlight the importance of the relation between expectations and experiences about the collaborative space in employees’ ability to perform boundary work inside and outside the organization. While findings document an affording role of the collaborative space for expectations about hands-on open innovation (space as laboratory), they also highlight a set of collaboration constraints. Constraints are generated by discrepancies between expectations and actual collaboration experiences in the space (i.e., space as maze, cloister, showcase and silo) which slow down internal and external boundary work and generate a trade-off between the two.

Originality/value

Using the process-based perspective of boundary work, the paper connects studies on cross-functional teaming and open innovation. It also contributes to the literature on boundary work by showing the challenges of multiplex boundary spanning with the help of boundary spaces.
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**Introduction**

An organization’s ability to innovate is often associated with the ability to cross boundaries, be they internal (i.e., by means of cross-functional innovation teams) or external (i.e., by means of open innovation projects involving external stakeholders). As organizations attempt to cross internal and external boundaries in the search for new innovation-based competitive advantages, the processes involved in generating innovative ideas, and ultimately transferring them into the market, become increasingly sophisticated and complex (Clark and Wheelwright, 1993, Thamhain, 2003, Edmondson and Harvey, 2018, Chesbrough et al., 2006). Innovation studies usually treat internal innovation and external or open innovation separately, to highlight the unique challenges and opportunities that each type of innovation entails. In particular, many works have adopted a configurational approach, highlighting opportunities and challenges of either external or internal boundary spanning, and trying to establish the characteristics that such collaborations must have to maximize innovation outcomes. For instance, conducting innovation with diverse stakeholders, such as clients, suppliers, users, is an opportunity in terms of better knowledge flows, more learning opportunities and timely, more adequate responses to the market. At the same time, it also entails risks in terms of high coordination costs, cultural and professional barriers, conflict escalation, opportunism and difficulties to converge towards a common goal (Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995, Jassawalla and Sashittal, 1999, McDonough III, 2000). From the perspective of internal innovation, participants’ diversity in cross-functional teams may significantly fuel but also seriously deter innovation processes (Edmondson and Harvey, 2018, Holland et al., 2000, Lovelace et al., 2001, Nicholson et al., 2001). Risks are due to the complexity of managing multiple actors with diverse backgrounds and potentially different interests and channeling them towards the same objective which in the case of innovation situations, is often ill-defined (Tushman, 1978).
It is noteworthy that organizations often make use of external and internal innovation simultaneously, crossing both functional and organizational boundaries in order to successfully manage their portfolio of innovation projects. However, external and internal boundary spanning for innovation have rarely been studied together, and their benefits and challenges have not been interrelated by previous works. In this work, we focus on the concept of ‘boundary work’ to connect the concepts of cross-functional and open innovation (Faraj and Yan, 2009, Carlile, 2004, Langley et al., 2019). By multiplex boundary work we refer to those strategies that members of organizations enact to construct, tear down and reshape differences within internal cross-functional teams and in open innovation teams simultaneously. Within an organization, professionals from marketing, sales, and R&D may create, maintain or reconsider interprofessional and occupational differences to build new, more balanced social orders within the organization (internal boundary work) (Carlile, 2004, Bechky, 2003, Faraj and Yan, 2009). Organizations may also engage in external boundary work in order to negotiate efficiency, power, competence and identity claims with their external environments (Santos and Eisenhardt, 2005, Kellogg et al., 2006). Importantly, in line with the boundary work framework, we highlight that diversity boundaries are often managed through concrete yet creative practices and tools that are made available by the organization. The literature on creativity and innovation has underlined the fundamental role of physical proximity and shared organizational artifacts (i.e., boundary objects) in favoring boundary work in innovation processes, thanks to increased attention, familiarity, coordination, and spontaneous conversations enabled by face to face encounters and interactions (Kiesler and Cummings, 2002, Bechky, 2003, Koskinen, 2005, Nicolini et al., 2012). Collaborative spaces are physical spaces specifically designed and built to support the creativity of individuals, groups and organizations by leveraging on physical proximity (Capdevila, 2015, Oksanen and Ståhle, 2013, Garrett et al., 2017, Furnari, 2014). We are thus concerned with the strategies by which
organizations try to enact internal and external boundary work simultaneously, and we inquire about the tools and strategies that allow them to do so, focusing on the role of collaborative spaces as support tools for internal and external innovation.

To this purpose, we conducted a qualitative study in a multi-divisional organization in the food industry that created a collaborative space in its headquarters in order to foster collaboration on both internal and external innovation projects. We studied the impact of the collaborative space on employees’ ability to simultaneously perform internal and external boundary work by comparing their expectations about the space with actual experiences of it. Findings show that collaborative spaces are expected to have revolutionary effects on how employees collaborate across organizational functions and with external stakeholders such as clients, suppliers, consumers, and the public press. In particular, by serving as a laboratory (i.e., being plastic, informal and central) the space is expected to tear down internal and external boundaries, affording free knowledge exchanges and an improvement in creativity and knowledge exchange quality. Although we confirm that a collaborative space may afford the alignment between participants’ initial expectations and actual experiences, we also show that unexpected constraints can emerge and generate a trade-off between participants’ ability to perform internal and external boundary work. Specifically, increasing diversity in collaborations makes boundary work more effortful and resource-demanding, such that when employees focus on internal boundary work, they may become unable to perform well also in external boundary work, and vice versa. In addition to connecting studies on cross-functional teaming and open innovation through the boundary work perspective, we propose the term of multiplex (internal-external) boundary work and describe its mechanisms, including the paramount role played by materiality and the role of (perceived) boundary configurations. Drawing on our theoretical contributions, we also discuss implications for how organizations may design feasible collaborative spaces for open innovation.
Theoretical Framework

Crossing internal and external boundaries to innovate from cross-functional teams to open innovation

Internal innovation: cross-functional teams for product development

Ancona and Caldwell (1992) define a cross-functional product development team as a collection of members of different departments and disciplines brought together under the same responsibility and given the charge not only to make product development decisions but also to provide support for them throughout the organization. In a review, Holland and colleagues (2000) identify a wide range of positive and negative aspects attributed to cross-functional teams for product development. Among the first, the authors mention improved ability to handle complexity, better quality of exchanged information, higher development speed, greater opportunities for organizational learning and employee motivation and creativity. On the other hand, the associated dangers are conflicting organizational and personal goals, competition for resources, overlapping and/or unclear responsibilities, ambiguity over priorities and lack of cooperation. Research on cross-functional teams has largely adopted a configurational perspective - i.e., investigated the team compositions and conditions that maximize advantages and minimize disadvantages for innovation outcomes. According to existing studies, a characteristic responsible for both identified opportunities and disadvantages is participants’ diversity - i.e., the personal, organizational and professional differences that members bring along in a cross-functional team. On the one hand, diversity is shown to increase creativity in the development process. Brown and Eisenhardt (1995) showed that an increase in the amount and variety of information available to design products allows team members to understand the design process more deeply and quickly, such that the overall project performance is improved. On the other hand, however, studies suggest that diversity of viewpoints may also generate and escalate conflict at the team level (Holland et al., 2000, Dahlin et al., 2005, Lovelace et al.,
Another frequently mentioned characteristic of cross-functional teams is their being assigned to development projects on a temporary basis. This characteristic may push members to act creatively and overcome rigid roles and organizational structures. At the same time, it also risks to increase coordination and negotiation costs at the team level. Moreover, cross-functional teams often face high-performance expectations and aspirational goals such as compressing development times, creating new knowledge and enhancing organizational learning. While such expectations may stimulate members to top perform, they may also generate stress and conflict, including scapegoating at the team level (Dahlin et al., 2005, Lovelace et al., 2001).

**External boundary work: open innovation with external stakeholders**

As sources of innovation become more diverse and distributed throughout industries and geographic regions, firms shift the focus beyond their own organizational boundaries, often engaging in collaboration with external stakeholders such as other organizations, clients, consumers, NGOs and other societal actors to create joint intellectual property (West and Bogers, 2014, Greer and Lei, 2012, Baldwin and Von Hippel, 2011, Chesbrough, 2003a). Research has discussed open or collaborative innovation as a paradigm according to which infusing external ideas in product development can provide significant competitive advantage for an organization, especially if aligned with the organization’s business model (Chesbrough, 2003b, Zott et al., 2011, West and Bogers, 2014). Just as in the case of cross-functional teams, the literature on open innovation has also taken a configurational approach, focusing on the type of actors taking part and the form of collaboration taking place, the drivers for participating in open innovation projects, and the characteristics of innovation outcomes (West and Bogers, 2014). For instance, while most research still refers to dyadic collaborations (Bercovitz and Feldman, 2007, Li and Vanhaverbeke, 2009), attention is shifting to innovation networks and innovation communities. These latter are characterized by the presence of a large
variety of stakeholders holding different background and abilities to participate to the development process, as well as different incentives and levels of motivation (Baldwin and Von Hippel, 2011). Also, the way partners select each other shapes the type of collaboration taking place later on and the innovation outcomes obtained (Emden et al., 2006, Slowinski and Sagal, 2010). Echoing the findings in the cross-functional team literature, recent contributions identify also a list of disadvantages, such as the difficulty of establishing overarching goals, conflict escalations due to diverse backgrounds, high coordination costs due to heterogeneity in capabilities and motivations, and the difficulty in incorporating external ideas into a single company’s product and services (Baldwin and Von Hippel, 2011, Greer and Lei, 2012, West and Bogers, 2014, Lifshitz-Assaf, 2018). Other studies mention strategic disadvantages at the firm level, including the trade-off between resources donated to project partners and results obtained, and loss of strategic control, information and competitive advantage at the organizational level (Stam, 2009, Spaeth et al., 2010).

Performing boundary work in cross-functional teams and open innovation

Summarizing, despite adopting similar perspectives, internal and external boundary work for innovation are often treated separately in the innovation literature, as cross-functional teams, and open innovation, respectively. While the first stream of research strives to identify the characteristics of cross-functional teams to be associated with successful product innovation - and to a lesser extent, with innovation processes in such teams- studies on open innovation often adopt perspectives grounded in strategy of the firm to explain the contingencies of successful collaboration of organizations with their environments. Interestingly, a few studies suggest that configurations of diversity -be they internal or external- do not explain by themselves innovation performance, such that more attention must be given to strategies of boundary management -i.e., strategies enacted by members of a team to obtain information and resources from diverse sources, to initiate interactions with, and respond to communications
from, other parts of the organization, despite differences. For instance, Boscherini and colleagues (2010) talk about the strategies that firms may employ to identify, plan, and manage a pilot project for open innovation and Koskinen (2005) talks about the ability to recognize and correctly use boundary objects to overcome barriers within and between organizations pursuing innovation. However, studies on boundary work conducted in other settings suggest that there is no ‘correct’ way to use a boundary object, and that boundary objects are often created and re-created ad-hoc, rather than waiting to be planned or recognized by project members. For instance, it has been shown that individuals can leverage diversity in highly creative ways, acting as resourceful strategists that simultaneously defend and tear down functional boundaries (Bechky, 2003, Carlile, 2004, Carlile, 2002, Kellogg et al., 2006, Majchrzak et al., 2012, Edmondson and Harvey, 2018). Therefore, focusing on transitions between breaking and defending boundaries, or on interplays between setting up and interpreting boundary objects may further help understand the dynamics of collaborative innovation.

It is also noteworthy that more boundary management strategies can be enacted simultaneously with the same interaction partner or with multiple partners. However, not only there are few studies on how organizations simultaneously leverage external and internal boundaries for innovation, but indications provided by these studies have been contrasting so far. Holland and colleagues (2000) suggested that organizations that are successful in internal innovation thanks to cross-functional teams may also be more inclined to engage in open innovation with their external environment. For instance, Allen (1970) discovered that successful R&D teams benefited from ‘gatekeepers’ who communicated frequently with people outside the team, while Ancona and Caldwell (1992) showed that high-performing development teams carried out more external activity to secure resources and information needed internally. By contrast, other studies suggested that internal and open innovation represent different paradigms, each having different design and architecture costs and requiring different patterns of team
communication, such that when an organization tries to implement both, the open model is likely to replace the internal model, increasing complexity at the organizational level (Baldwin and Von Hippel, 2011).

All in all, given the limited understanding of how members of an organization leverage simultaneously differences within and across organizations in order to perform collaborative development, we further turn our attention to the literature on boundary work, and in particular, to the role of collaborative spaces as organizational support tools for boundary work.

**The Role of Collaborative Spaces for Boundary Work and Innovation**

There is increasing evidence that the success of cross-functional innovation teams depends on the organizations’ ability to provide support and facilitation for members’ attempts to reconcile cross-functional differences. This can happen, for instance, by creating dedicated organizational roles and structures, such as appointing project brokers and ensuring an appropriate climate for innovation and learning (Donnellon, 1993, Dougherty, 1993, McDonough III et al., 2001). Recently, there has been increased attention to collaborative spaces interpreted as organizational structures intended to facilitate cross-functional work (Cabral and Van Winden, 2016, Garrett et al., 2017, De Vaujany et al., 2019, Ungureanu et al., 2018c). The creation of such spaces within organizations is based on the assumption that face-to-face contact has a positive impact on the propensity of individuals with different backgrounds to interact and exchange ideas (Oksanen and Ståhle, 2013), thus favoring the development of creative collaborative communities (Garrett et al., 2017, Ungureanu et al., 2018b). It is interesting to notice that collaborative spaces can have a double function: allow organizations to conduct cross-functional internal innovation, and, at the same time, provide the context for open innovation with external stakeholders (Ungureanu et al., 2019, Ungureanu et al., 2018c). In cross-functional teams, proximity increases the chances of spontaneous knowledge exchange, fast decision making, timely responses to the needs of others, creativity
and market success. Isolation and geographical distribution, by contrast, worsen the problems of separate cultures, jargon and perceived personality differences, decreases creativity and worsens innovation outcomes (Ambos et al., 2016, Martin and Salomon, 2003, Meyer et al., 2011). Regarding open innovation, studies on ‘third places’ such as co-working and makers’ spaces show how actors from different organizations are encouraged to pursue creative outcomes thanks to absence of hierarchical structures, flexibility and freedom, while also enjoying some of the typical advantages of the organizational life like access to new networks for business opportunities and participation to the social life of a community (Spinuzzi, 2012, Howell and Bingham, 2019, Gandini, 2015).

As highlighted above, also existing studies on collaborative spaces have adopted a configurational approach, correlating physical features and affordances for innovation (i.e., ‘informality’). However, the same studies suggest that it is not easy to identify a single explanatory theory about the role of organizational space in innovation behavior and that practical attempts to control informal interaction in organizations through the design of the workspace are marked by contradictory findings and unintended consequences (Fayard and Weeks, 2007, Pearce et al., 2016, Ungureanu et al., 2018a). To explain the contradictory results of such studies, researchers highlight the relationship between organizational space and organizational boundaries and call for additional research on collaborative spaces as boundary spaces. For instance, a compartmented but modular space may, on the one hand, protect participants and allow them to have open meetings in the idea generation phase of a development project but also to find concentration and privacy in subsequent phases of idea elaboration and refinement (Elsbach and Pratt, 2007).

Specifically, it has been argued that the materiality of spaces is essential for organizational members to accomplish common projects because it co-locates them in the same dimension, encourages them to explore each other and enables them to create a common tangible ground
through which differences can be more efficiently mitigated (Elsbach and Pratt, 2007, Van Marrewijk and Yanow, 2010). Yet, physical spaces can also act as barriers whenever participants feel threatened inside a cross-functional project. It results that although the material dimension of spaces matters, what we usually refer to as materiality does not derive from the use of spaces itself, but from the entanglement between material artifacts and social action -the myriad of interpretations, intentions, goals and expectations that individuals project towards such spaces as well as towards each other (Leonardi, 2012, Carlile et al., 2013). For instance, any layout of an organizational space (walls, doors, furniture, colors, and sizes) will combine in unique ways with the symbolical, affective, ethical or ideological connotations given to them by those who inhabit the space more or less stably, becoming live tools for envisioning innovative scenarios. It is thus necessary to pay closer attention to the uses of boundary spaces and the functions they afford for cross-functional and open innovation. In addition, closer attention to the relationship between space use and boundary work is necessary in order to explain how they come about and interplay to influence innovation outcomes (Edmondson and Harvey, 2018).

In conclusion, many studies explore the configurational properties of a team (who) and the configurational properties of a space (how) and their impact on innovation outcomes (what). To expand this literature, we propose a switch from features to processes. A focus on boundary work processes not only can help us understand how internal and external boundaries are managed jointly in innovation projects, but also contribute to the call in the boundary work literature about a deeper understanding of multiple boundary spanning (Langley et al., 2019).
Data and Methods

Context: Foodcorp’s Collaborative Space

We draw on empirical evidence from a six-months field study to explore the role of a collaborative space set up inside an organization aiming to promote internal (cross-functional teams) and external (i.e., open innovation teams) projects for product innovation.

The context studied is a multinational group in the food industry, fictitiously labelled. Founded in 1870s in Italy as a food shop, today FoodCorp is a world leader in the food market in different segments, with estimated 3 billion turnover and approximately 8,000 employees across the world, counting more than 25 production sites and exporting to over 100 countries worldwide. As a benchmark in production and distribution processes, FoodCorp also invests in continuous innovation. Among FoodCorp's strategic goals are those of pursuing product and process innovation for expanding its market share, reducing environmental impact, and promoting healthy lifestyles.

FoodCorp set up in 2015 a collaborative space within its headquarters with the goal to propose less constrained collaborations between organizational functions, and between headquarters and local branches, in addition to increasing interaction with external stakeholders. The collaborative space (from now on, CS) was designed and managed by the Research and Development Department of the Group, and commonly hosted work-teams composed of employees from company’s multiple departments and offices, clients, suppliers, consumers, consultants, opinion leaders, bloggers, journalists, master’s students and researchers. Each project team was called upon to solve a need or to optimize a product, or a process, within projects that lasted from several weeks to more than a year. The CS was created following a 'smart urban' style. It occupied a former factory building that was owned and operated by FoodCorp. It was set up as an open space with minimalist design furnishings from recycled materials. Given the focus on interactive and hands-on collaborative sessions, the furnishings
of the space were for the most part mobile, so that the actors involved could change the space layout according to emergent needs at each session of use. In 2016, more than 200 people from different countries (Zimbabwe, UK, Congo, Canada, Colombia, Italy) and the most varied skills, from communication to marketing through design and sales, participated in innovation-related projects within the CS. FoodCorp is currently also trying to test the new approach to innovation in other local offices in Sweden and the United States.

**Research design and data collection: A grounded theory approach**

We conducted a 6 months field study in FoodCorp and we defined a qualitative case study in accordance with the grounded theory approach which implies iterations between data collection, data analysis and theorizing (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).

We collected data continuously in the time span between February 2018 and June 2018, and sporadically in the period from June 2018 to September 2019 (i.e., we entered and exited the contexts 5 times for various research purposes such as new rounds of thematic exploration, confirmatory analyses of the coding scheme, managers’ follow-up requests and verification of the final model with the CS managers and users). We employed multiple data sources to support our theory building process, specifically, semi-structured interviews and participant observations. We collected more than 60 hours of observations in the field and we conducted 31 semi-structured interviews.

*Semi-structured interviews:* The semi-structured interviews were conducted face-to-face and have an average duration of 110 minutes. The interviews were organized around a set of open-ended questions following an interview protocol that focused on issues related to expectations, perceptions, management and use practices of the CS. We interviewed 24 persons internal to the organization, coming from 6 different functional areas and 7 externals, including actors from other organization and master students. 58% of informants were females. All interviews
were fully recorded and transcribed. Table 1 summarizes keys characteristics of the informants involved in the data collection.

------------insert Table 1 about here-----------

According to the grounded theory approach, the interview protocol was continually adjusted during the research. Simple open questions included: “Describe innovation projects in FoodCorp”; “Describe the collaborative space”; “Why and when do you use the collaborative space?”; “Describe an innovation project in which you participated in the collaborative space”. Some questions entering into more details, guided from respondent’s answers, included: “Who do you collaborate with more often in the collaborative space, and why?”; “What are some collaboration-for-innovation challenges you faced inside and outside the CS?; “How do you manage differences during innovation projects and how satisfied are you about what you accomplished during CS sessions?”; “Can you describe a meaningful innovation project in which team differences were managed with satisfying/unsatisfying results?”.

*Participant observation:* During the in-residence period inside FoodCorp we also conducted participant observations of many occasions. We observed our first meetings with the CS manager, and 8 episodes of FoodCorp’s work life (3 observations of open work spaces in FoodCorp, 2 observations of the meeting rooms adjacent to the CS, 1 observation of a guided tour to the pilot R&D production plant, 2 observations of R&D offices). Moreover, we conducted 5 observations of the CS: 3 observations of collaborative sessions organized in the CS, 2 observation episodes of external stakeholders (i.e., masters’ students) working in the CS on a project assigned by FoodCorp. Finally, we also conducted observations during feedback and follow-up sessions with our informants at the end of the project. About 80% of the observations were conducted by the first two authors who checked field notes and discussed
them after each observation episode. The remaining was conducted by a research assistant who worked under the supervision of the first author.

Data Analysis

We analyzed our data following the grounded theory methodology (Strauss and Corbin, 1998).

In the beginning, we read independently the transcripts to identify original terms and phenomena in the data, group them into categories, and generate first order (informant centric) concepts. We regularly met to analyze sets of two or three transcripts, discuss our independent coding, and agree on first-order concepts. Then, by separately clustering convergent categories at a higher level of abstraction, we looked for relationships among first-order concepts to identify theoretical categories (i.e., second-order themes). Both in this phase and in the following phase when we started looking for aggregate theoretical dimensions, we met frequently to discuss about the themes we had identified independently and to solve disagreements. Figure 1 provides a representation of the three levels in our data structure.

---------insert Figure 1 about here---------

Later, we connected the previously identified categories following a process-oriented perspective (Langley et al., 2019). After further refinement, we organized the model in three stages explaining how the organization manages internal and external boundaries with the help of a collaborative space. We used the Nvivo software to perform all the stages of coding. To validate our model, we organized two meetings, one the CS managers and one with the CS managers and 8 informants who agreed to give us feedback on the model.
Findings

We present a grounded model of the strategies through which an organization engages in simultaneous internal (cross-functional) and external (open innovation) boundary work in product innovation projects with the help of an organizational collaborative space. The model identifies three dimensions that concur in explaining the use of the CS for innovation boundary work within FoodCorp: 1) collaborative goals associated with internal and open innovation; 2) expected impact of CS on internal-external boundary work; and 3) experienced internal-external boundary work in the CS. For clarity, we anticipate the grounded model in Figure 2, and we proceed by describing each category in the model and their relationships. In addition to the interview excerpts presented in the text, we also provide an appendix with further evidence (i.e., data excerpts) for each of the categories in our grounded model.

----------insert Figure 2 about here----------

**Collaborative goals associated with internal and external innovation:**

*Collaboration goals in the CS*

We found that FoodCorp felt a pressing need to overcome pre-existing processes for product development by trying to “de-structure the product innovation processes in place”, as many informants explained to us. The product development processes in FoodCorp were traditionally characterized by high levels of reliability and obsessive attention to product quality, which also implied long times to market and high costs of internal and external coordination. The highly articulated approach to innovation was a ‘phase and gate model’. Specifically, FoodCorp divided the development process into neatly distinct stages such as scouting, design, testing and validation, industrialization and launch, separated by decision points (i.e., gates). While such organization allowed for both efficient specialization and collaboration, it also left organizational members unsatisfied for several reasons. First, while solutions were ultimately
robust, they took a long time to reach the market, lacked flexibility and often reflected internal struggles and concerns more than customer needs and changes in the market. Additionally, many informants explained that while the phase and gate process had been used over time to develop some of the company’s ‘greatest hits’, it also risked to turn project interactions into formalized routines, undermining the creativity of the single participants and the overall innovativeness of the projects -something that many of our informants referred to as ‘product development bureaucracy’. Therefore, we identified a pervasive rhetoric regarding the need to embrace change in the development process which was spread at different hierarchical levels and across organizational units, from the R&D function to marketing, sales, operations and HR departments. The collaborative space aimed at de-structuring product development projects. It was used to implement collaboration for innovation using the alternative approach of design thinking, based on participative and iterative product development. As the manager of the CS explained to us, the CS was designed to pursue two interrelated goals: innovation through internal co-generation and innovation through co-creation with external stakeholders, as follows.

**Product innovation through internal boundary work: co-generation**

Given that FoodCorp had always manifested specific attention to cross-functional interaction for product development, teams involved in phase and gate development projects were traditionally composed of experts coming from different departments. Not only did team members watch over their own concerns, but they also tried to bring their own expertise in the project and worked with the others to ensure that the final product met all concerns and requirements. However, as informants explained, the degree of involvement of each function was significantly different across phases, such that the R&D had a dominant role over the first phases, and the other functions came in later in the process, often for validation purposes. As the manager of the CS explained to us, the new design thinking method was considered a
‘democratic’ approach capable of better encouraging all members of the organization -thus, not only R&D experts- to share ideas and visions about new product development from the earliest stages of a project, this way mobilizing all company resources and exploiting different knowledge and expertise across the organization. As explained to us, the ultimate goal was to implement a co-generation approach to product development. By being person-centric, the method aimed at unravelling each person’s ability to develop original ideas, encouraging them to behave as both creators and recipients of a development project (for further examples see Appendix) (Brown, 2008).

It is noteworthy that the design thinking approach was not meant to replace the existing phase and gate innovation process but to provide an additional tool for deeper, wider and richer processes of idea generation. The CS pursued de-structuration of formal collaboration, encouraging informal, continuous and creative knowledge exchanges. In addition, design thinking sessions were intended not only for disruptive innovation regarding new product development but also for improving existing products or solving existing problems to ensure more efficient product-to-market processes.

“Let’s say that we see the design thinking sessions in the CS as the beginning of everything, we tend to use them in projects that have not entered the phase and gate process yet, the goal is to create the next innovation platforms, for example, the protein platform, it’s not an R&D project yet, it hasn’t entered phase and gate, so this is the moment to push for co-generation (...) the method is more about pure innovation, let’s say, pulling out the most brilliant ideas out there, and giving the opportunity to everybody in the organization to contribute, not just to R&D technicians” (Informant 15, R&D)

To ensure co-generation, the approach prioritized the variety in the team, trying to make sure that the greatest number of viewpoints and expertise was represented. Internal collaboration sessions were often promoted by the R&D unit which launched a challenge to other organizational functions such as marketing, HR, quality, digital transformations and sales, and organized the working sessions with those who answered their call.

Product innovation through external boundary work: co-creation
Collaborations between internal organizational departments and external stakeholders, like retail customers, consumers, suppliers, consultants, researchers, and students, were the second type of collaboration fostered by the CS. Similar to the internal collaboration projects, external projects were set up with the main goal of fostering innovation. However, external projects organized in the CS tried to pursue co-creation with various stakeholders. This implied that outsiders were no longer seen as mere validators of the products developed internally, but as active contributors to their generation, for instance by providing input based on their own needs and knowledge of the market, and by working with FoodCorp side by side to develop integrated, and mutually feasible solutions for the market. For these reasons, informants referred to this type of innovation as ‘embedded’ and defined it as the most challenging but also as the most rewarding initiative of the organization. In practical terms, external collaboration usually implied the mobilization of an internal promoter (in informants’ words, ‘sponsor’) who launched a challenge to both internal and external actors and coordinated with the CS management to plan and organize design thinking sessions for the project.

“The embedded project is characterized by the fact that involves a team of external people, let’s call them consultants, that are invited and work together with an internal team on a project that is designed and assigned to us by the organization. For instance, now we are working with R&D people and experts in other five functional areas. At the end of the day the goal is to reach a high degree of idea integration as the project moves forward” (Informant 2, external user)

**Expected impact of collaborative space on internal and external boundary work**

In terms of expectations about the role of the CS on internal and external boundary work, we refer not only to the objective for which the CS was designed and built by the organization, but also to the desiderata that each user had about how the CS would have contributed to their work within the organization, and to the behaviors that they expected from the other participants in the development process. From such standpoint, we found that the physical characteristics of the CS were stably and recurrently associated with users’ expectations about their collaboration, as well as with the innovation outcomes that they hoped to generate.
Generalized expectations: CS as laboratory for internal and external boundary work

In line with the declared purposes of FoodCorp’s CS, the generalized expectations were that the space served as a melting pot – or ‘boundary breaker’, as some informants termed it – gathering contributions from people with different backgrounds, goals and interests, and allowing them to express freely and to build on each other’s inputs without the pressure of formal constraints. The informants often referred to the CS as a laboratory with three distinct features: plasticity, informality, and centrality and explained how insiders and outsiders could have taken advantage of these features to engage in radically new ways of collaboration for innovation. Such new approach that informants at times explicitly referred to using the term ‘open innovation’ (Chesbrough et al., 2006) was expected to tear down all organizational boundaries, both internal and external, to achieve free knowledge exchanges and joint decision-making during development projects. As shown also by the following field note excerpt, informants perceived the CS as a melting pot where to take full immersions into design thinking sessions, leaving differences behind and enjoying the discovery of each other’s different viewpoints, while also having the possibility to create something new, through artifacts, prototypes, or physical models.

“This space is designed as something radically different because it’s light, fun, informal, it’s egalitarian. When you enter a design thinking session, you leave your organizational role at the door and enter as a person genuinely interested in what the others have to say. It is meant to be inclusive and avoid judging according to functional stereotypes, the ultimate purpose is to avoid those types of discussions among us that often end up being a bit defensive, conflicting and at the end of the day kind of unproductive” (Informant 8, R&D)

First, the CS was located in an area of the central building that belonged to the R&D function. The area was high traffic and situated not far away from the cafeteria yet somewhat separate from the offices and the adjacent production plant. According to informants, this situation expressed CS’s openness towards the outside and its potential to stimulate creativity in everyone, immersing them in a “different environment from the traditional office”, as many
informants termed it, while also giving them the opportunity to “reach the venue within minutes”.

Second, the CS was seen as plastic because it was designed by the organization as a creativity temple that adapted to the changing needs of each person who used or visited the area. For instance, the space was easily transformable from closed offices to semicircle working stations and to open areas for presentations (see also interview excerpts in appendix).

Third, the CS was perceived as highly informal – i.e., bright, colorful, comfortable and friendly in its layout and furnishings. Our informants expected such features to allow free knowledge exchanges as well as more participated and less hierarchical decision making about the project, leading to faster development processes and solving, this way, a main problem of the traditional phase and gate process. These features are summarized in the following excerpt:

“[…] the fact that it’s modular can have many advantages, not only the area could be modified according to the specific needs of each group, but it can be both an active idea lab and a space for reflection where you can finally stop running and start thinking. Importantly, an open and easy area allows you to engage in spontaneous talks with colleagues, you know, just have some plain conversation, beyond roles, hierarchies and stuff like that, just bringing people together freely. Or it can be just a huge open space where you can make big things happen. To me it’s a place where things will happen, where you can cook new recipes, try things, experiment.” (Informant 5, R&D)

It is thus interesting to notice that, despite the different collaboration goals that FoodCorp had set internally and externally, the CS was seen as a laboratory capable of equally tearing down internal and external boundaries, encouraging co-creation, fostering joint decision making and creating value both inside and outside the organization. (see also appendix)

**Expected collaborative behaviors in the CS**

We found that the generalized expectations mentioned above led to the formation of more specific expectations about participants’ collaborative behaviors in the CS. Specifically, in order for the space to actually serve as a laboratory for free knowledge exchanges and joint
decision making with internal and external actors (i.e., centrality, plasticity and informality), people using it were expected to follow a set of behavioral rules, described next.

*Maintain constant participation in CS activities.* First, informants agreed that the design thinking activities promoted in the CS are effective if the team created upfront is heterogeneous and preserves its heterogeneity throughout the development project. This implies that team members, be they internal or external to the organization, must actively participate to all the project meetings and sessions organized in the space (especially when the project develops across multiple sessions).

*Dedicate full attention to CS activities (no use of computer, smartphone, etc.).* The analysis of the interviews shows that the CS is experienced by the employees of FoodCorp as an ‘analogical space’. In fact, employees reported feeling often overloaded by the use of the collaborative technologies available in the company (e-mail, instant messaging, call, videoconference). They explained that taking some time off from the workstation would have helped them reduce stress and work overload, and re-appropriate of some time to think out of the box. As a consequence, the CS management encouraged participants to enter the CS without their laptops and smartphones, and avoid working simultaneously on other projects, so that there would be no interruptions during the sessions nor other negative consequences such as fragmentation of the teamwork.

*Always come prepared and actively contribute to CS activities.* According to the participants, for a successful session in the CS it is essential that all participants, be they members of the organization or external members, come in prepared and give an active contribution to the activities in the project. The following excerpt exemplifies the expected behaviors mentioned above:

“Here in the CS we intend to stay analogic, just put away all the distractions, like answering-emails and being-on-the-phone, thing that everybody is doing during meetings. We don’t want that here, we want people to come in and participate with all their senses, having body and mind present in the same place at the same time
(...) Also, for projects to evolve, there must be commitment and continuity, some motivation to see the group’s ideas grow (...)” (Informant 11, CS Manager, R&D)

Experienced internal and external boundary work in the collaborative space

Experiences about boundary work refer to the way people actually use the CS to shape and shift their work boundaries, both internally and externally. We compared actual experiences with the goals and the expectations described above. To this purpose, we distinguished between the following sub-categories: experienced collaborative behaviors in the CS, experienced affordances and constraints for collaboration of the CS, and experienced internal-external boundary work in the CS, each presented in the following sections.

Experienced collaborative behaviors in the CS

Fluid and sporadic participation in CS activities. Informants often complained about the sporadic participation of their colleagues to the CS activities, explaining that a typical problem of projects launched in the CS was the gradual decrease of the participation rate over time. As it can be seen in the appendix, users explained that the first sessions were always very participated. Subsequently, while the majority of people invited to CS sessions actively manifested their interest to participate also in the following sections, as the project unfolded, sessions became less and less participated, such that teams gradually lost their heterogeneity, which, as explained above, was considered the main strength of the CS approach.

“As far as my project is concerned, I noticed that participations were not constant, or at least, the most constant were people coming from R&D or from Quality. Others were often absent, be it for work problems, be it for other reasons, it was obvious that they prioritized their own work and checked in only when they had time” (Informant 1, R&D)

Distributed and/or residual attention to CS activities (multitasking with computer, smartphone, physical presence). Both CS users and the CS management complained that the lack of active participation and attention proven by many CS users was attributable to their unwillingness or impossibility to remain offline during CS sessions. Many informants lamented that users were unable to break from work technologies as they stepped in the CS. For instance, people came
in and out of the sessions to answer calls or make quick interventions in other meetings scheduled at the same time. Also, while users usually avoided bringing their laptops in, they often used their smartphones to answer emails or instant message about other work tasks. Thus, the ideal behavior of keeping an offline status while in the CS was often impossible to achieve and attention to CS activities was often fragmented.

“Sometimes there were problems because next to us there are meeting rooms and there were people coming in and out, and later it resulted they were also attending some other meetings, or people going out to answer calls and staying on the hallway for half an hour, or even for hours in a row (...) it’s understandable and it happens to everyone but if it distracts the attention from the project activities it becomes slightly disturbing”. (Informant 3, R&D)

CS activities as creative improvisation (someone else –i.e., CS manager- comes in prepared)

Additionally, informants complained that CS users usually “had a hard time doing their homework” as one of our informants termed it -i.e., respecting commitments taken from one session to another, for instance doing a cost analysis for a potential product to be launched with different scenarios, or contacting customers in emergent markets to ask for feedback about desired product features. According to the managers of the space, many people came in unprepared because CS sessions were widely seen as exercises in creative improvisation where mere presence and willingness to work with others on new ideas were sufficient conditions for active participation. The organizing aspects, on the other hand, were delegated to the CS managers who had the responsibility to maximize participants’ creative outputs. However, behaviors such as systematizing, supporting or validating the creative ideas generated during the CS sessions were rarely performed. As some users explained, the CS was often associated to the first phase of the development process (idea generation) and dissociated from more structured activities that belonged to the phase and gate model (see Appendix). Consequently, many users expressed their concern about the gratuitous experience provided by the CS (‘CS as play time’) as opposed to business usefulness.
“This is really a problem, the fact that they are relying too much on us and on our organization. I feel this is sometimes also an excuse to come in less prepared (...) we are trying to get this message through to everyone who participates in CS sessions (...) Another thing I noticed is that we have an increasing number of visits to the CS, like colleagues bringing in customers and suppliers to say, hey, look at this cool place that FoodCorp developed to encourage innovation (...) It’s bringing us a lot of popularity but also feels at odds with what is supposed to happen here”. (Informant 11, CS Manager, R&D)

Instrumental use of CS for impression management with external stakeholders. The interview excerpt above portrays another recurrent theme: the use of the CS with external stakeholders as a showcase, and not as a laboratory. The difference lies in the fact that clients, suppliers, bloggers, or customers were often invited by insiders to take tours of the CS and introduced to company’s avant-garde approach to innovation. However, such visits were often short and rarely allowed outsiders to develop hands-on experience inside the CS. Instead, informants explained that they appeared more as public relations efforts. As explained above, if on the one hand such inappropriate use allowed the CS to gain popularity inside and outside the organization in a short period of time, it also deprived it of its original purpose to become an aggregation place for different stakeholders. In turn this limited its affordance in terms of free idea exchanges between internal and external stakeholders.

**Expectation – experience loop**

As already announced above, we identified a set of discrepancies between the expected and the experienced behaviors of CS users that reinforce each other in a circular effect (the loop described in the model in the figure 2 as arrows reaching across expected and experienced behaviors). Specifically, the mere existence of the CS inside the company first generated expectations in employees (i.e., generalized expectations about CS as melting pot/laboratory and expected collaborative behaviors in the CS) which were later compared with lived experiences (experienced collaborative behaviors in the CS). The contrast between the two generated new expectations for future experiences in the CS, which again resulted contrasting with respect to subsequent CS experiences, perpetuating this way the loop.
Experienced affordances and constraints for multiplex collaboration in the CS: From boundary blurring to boundary buffering

The study of the expectation–experience loop revealed a set of consequences for how the CS was experienced in terms of affordances and constraints for internal and external boundary work, respectively. We distinguish between two boundary characteristics: permeability - i.e., extent to which boundaries regulate flow and movement of participants’ knowledge and ideas and infrastructuring - i.e., extent to which boundaries align participants’ different tools and methods and mobilize them towards a common goal. We show that these two boundary characteristics lead to different types of affordances and constraints for boundary work, which in turn pushed individuals to enact two different boundary work strategies: boundary blurring for internal projects and boundary buffering for projects with external stakeholders. Internally, participants perceived high levels of permeability and infrastructuring and thus felt encouraged to perform boundary blurring, on the one hand, but also felt constrained by the heterogeneity and lack of control that boundary blurring brought at the team level. With respect to external collaboration, participants perceived low levels of boundary permeability and high levels of infrastructuring, which led them to perform boundary buffering. On the one hand, they felt encouraged to perform boundary buffering and on the other, they felt threatened by the increased vulnerability that boundary buffering generated.

Boundary blurring: Confirmed affordances for internal co-generation

High boundary permeability: fluid knowledge exchanges. Users stated that their experiences with the CS were consistent with many of their initial expectations. The CS, through its possibilities in terms of plasticity, informality and centrality, promoted high boundary permeability: fluid exchanges of knowledge and ideas between the organization’s business functions. For instance, employees of FoodCorp distinguished the CS experience from that of working in a ‘traditional open space’. While the latter certainly allowed fluid knowledge
exchanges among colleagues, it did not favor creativity via heterogeneity of backgrounds and expertise because people who stably worked together tended to have similar thoughts and similar mental patterns in problem solving. The CS, by contrast, was not only a think tank, but also a neutral terrain that welcomed and brought together people from different departments and encouraged them to express their thoughts and opinions fluidly and without constraints. To this purpose, informants often explained to us how the modular layout of the CS and its mobile furnishings allowed them to blur functional and hierarchical barriers of the organization and exchange knowledge freely and informally, for instance by sitting down in the CS kitchen in front of a cup of coffee, by creating new prototypes and recipes during organized cooking sessions, or by retreating in the living area of the CS to have more private conversations and resolve divergences:

“We take for granted that we are locked up in functional categories, or that the VP doesn’t know what the R&D researcher is doing, and vice versa. But as we moved together in this flexible space, we realized it was not exactly true. Perhaps usually we are not so mixed as we were in the CS, so we don’t have the chance to let our armors down. By getting together, each of us could freely talk about his or her own reality and see whether the others understand it nor not. It’s a great opportunity for fee knowledge and experience exchange, maybe this is the part I like best about the CS”. (Informant 5, R&D)

High boundary infrastructuring: common goal mobilization. Internal boundary infrastructuring refers to those heterogeneous tools and methods being mobilized within the CS to focus the collaboration on a common goal. In addition to furnishings designed to stimulate the creativity and initiative, the space offered many objects for the construction of artefacts and prototypes (for example post-its, Lego blocks, pens, colored pencils, sheets, glue, scissors, twines, etc.). Being in the collaborative space during collaborative sessions, and in particular using tools and artifacts made available by the CS, increased the perception of cohesion among users coming from different functional areas.

The informants reported feeling closer to the people within the organization with whom they worked in the CS compared to colleagues in other functional areas whom they met in other
organizational locations (i.e., meetings, open spaces, showrooms). Additionally, they reported having more tools to navigate differences, for instance compromising about product features or development times, or eliminating differences in development approach in order to focus on the needs of the organization, rather than the needs of their own organizational departments.

“The environment (of the CS) is very different from everything else we have in FoodCorp, so it takes you out of the normal logics of the organization. It’s a mix of structure and de-structure, even physically speaking, you have many configurations in the same area. This gives you more flexibility in managing projects and in bringing an individual contribution to the project. I also feel there are lots of tools to help us, like blackboards, monitors and roundtables, and then all the materials used to create something can give a lot of inputs, for sure (...). The positive side is that building a prototype in real time can teach us how to communicate better (...) focus on what the customer or the consumer need, and not on what the Marketing, the R&D or the Finance believe it is best (...).” (Informant 7, R&D)

**Boundary blurring: Emergent constraints of co-generation**

Although the space use was partially coherent with users’ expectations in terms of affordances for internal boundary work, there were also emergent constraints that derived from the users’ experiences with the CS. Specifically, informants often associated high permeability and high infrastructuring to the risk of losing control on what happened in the CS. Participants perceived as threatening the exponentially increasing heterogeneity of the knowledge, projects and interests hosted by the CS. Interestingly, we noticed that while affordances were perceived in terms of collaboration opportunities, collaborative threats were formulated in terms of CS characteristics. Two concerns were voiced: the CS was becoming a chaotic area (‘a maze’) and, at the same time, to avoid chaos, it was becoming a forcedly isolated space (‘a cloister’).

**High boundary permeability: CS as maze.** Since space was experienced by internal users as always moving and constantly transforming, it was also perceived as being highly heterogeneous and thus messy, disordered and dispersive. For this reason, it was compared to ‘a maze’. In particular, the manifold events hosted were difficult to follow through time, such that projects became black boxes not only to those who did not directly participate, but even to
members that could not attend meetings on a regular basis. Additionally, the fact that team compositions were always changing increased the feeling of opacity of what was going on (i.e., “the CS has much more going on than anyone can keep track of” as one of the informants termed it), and left users disoriented about who was in charge of what, as exemplified in the following excerpt:

“In my view, there is a lack of privacy and a lack of structure there (in the CS)(...) and I think because there’s so much going on, people coming in and out, some having private conversations, others having a conference or working on a prototype, groups laughing, screaming, joking, someone else walking down with an important client or even the President... sometimes it’s chaotic. The main problem I see is that you can’t know what’s going on there unless you’re there, you don’t know if there’s some free space, what the others are doing, what projects are going on, you’d need a map to navigate that, so you always need to ask to the CS managers”. (Informant 12, Quality)

High boundary infrastructuring: CS as cloister. Although it was designed as a free space to be used by anyone in the company, the CS was systematically perceived as increasingly heterogeneous and thus risking losing focus (see above the concern about CS as chaotic area). However, our informants also voiced the concern that, in order to avoid chaos, the CS was under the exclusive control of the R&D function.

As informants explained, given the heterogeneity of backgrounds and interests around each project, it was necessary that the CS was managed, and its activities carefully planned and organized. Since the employees from the R&D department had set up the space in an area that previously belonged to their department, they were actively managing the site and all the activities organized there. Additionally, since most CS activities were centered around product innovation topics, which were seen as “R&D people’s thing”, informants explained that the CS was seen as ‘R&D’s cloister’ -i.e., private space.

“Normally, asking or giving an appointment is a must, actually, the rule now is that you need to call in a meeting to do something in the CS. Since there’s so much usually going on, there’s more and more planning behind it, it seems a bit like the R&D cloister, you always need to go through (name of CS manager) to get access, so spontaneous meetings are rarely the norm (…)” (Informant 18, R&D)
Not only did people outside R&D perceive the collaborative space as owned by R&D, but also people working in R&D identified the space as theirs and instrumental to achieving their work objectives. These dynamics further strengthened the identity of the space like an “R&D cloister” and not as a common space for innovation (i.e., melting pot).

**Boundary buffering: Confirmed affordances for controlled co-creation**

With respect to external collaboration, participants experienced low levels of boundary permeability and high levels of boundary infrastructuring, with both affording and constraining effects. On the one hand, users felt encouraged to freely exchange knowledge with outsiders and have higher reactiveness to external events, and on the other they felt threatened by the increased vulnerability generated by external projects. This particular mix of affordances and constraints led to the strategy of boundary buffering: tearing down external boundaries to enable collective action, on the one hand, while also maintaining control on the common activities in order to direct them towards preferred courses of action, such that both competitive and collaborative boundary relations were deliberately sustained (Mørk et al., 2012, O'Mahony and Bechky, 2008). As follows, we detail the affordances and constraints of the boundary buffering strategy.

*Low boundary permeability: integrated knowledge exchanges with outside.* As far as open innovation is concerned, we found that the CS was associated with richer and more integrated exchanges between internal and external stakeholders. However, unlike in the case of internal collaborations where the CS tore down (i.e., blurred) internal boundaries and afforded fluid knowledge exchanges, the exchanges with external stakeholders were more structured and controlled by internal stakeholders. Specifically, organizational members maintained control over the purpose of each project, and played also a significant role in setting sub-goals and directions for external participants. Within the framework established by internal members, open innovation attempts appeared more fluid, intense and dynamic than in other settings, as
informants explained (see also Appendix). However, boundaries were never set aside, and roles between internal and external stakeholders were never blurred, but rather ‘buffered’ (i.e., strategic use of boundaries to reach one’s own goals and maintain distinctiveness). For instance, informants explained how they used external stakeholders such as students and panels of consumers to come up with radically new product ideas, or to perform preliminary market researches.

“I found particularly useful having students come in and work on projects. Basically we give them challenges and some structured conditions and they must come up with some radically new solutions (...) they have a fresh mindset and manage to see things that are invisible to our expert eye so they ask a lot of questions, even if some of them are easy or obvious, they make us think through things that we normally take for granted. Having also external experts that know what they are talking about because they have experience in this stuff, has been added value as well”. (Informant 15, R&D)

As shown also in the excerpt above, while external stakeholders actively participated in open innovation projects within FoodCorp, such participation was always guided by internal stakeholders who decided if and to which extent to use insights from outsiders (see also other excerpts in Appendix). Thus, while inside-outside boundaries were continuously moved during collaboration in the CS, they were also re-established as the project evolved and moved across stages, such that FoodCorp maintained wide control over development projects.

High boundary infrastructuring: reactiveness to external events. Just as in the case of internal collaboration, the modularity of the physical layout and the mobility of the space’s furnishings were acknowledged by informants as useful tools for reaching creative results during work sessions with external stakeholders. There was, thus, a generalized belief that the CS made available tools and methods that encouraged a project to focus on a common goal, i.e., achieving higher reactiveness to external events such as consumer needs and structural changes in the market. As exemplified in the excerpts in Appendix, users manifested the belief that living the CS and participating in design thinking sessions – including prototyping together or coordinating to conduct market research – had afforded more consumer-awareness, and more
user-centric solutions and greater cohesion with people outside the company. Additionally, not only did the coordination with external stakeholders focus consumer needs more effectively, but the solutions were considered more "ready to use" and therefore more "original, fun and creative” and also involved important improvements in terms of response speed to these needs (e.g., improve the time to market of development projects).

Emergent constraints for boundary buffering due to controlled co-creation

Also, in regard to external organizational boundary work, we identified constraint patterns. Specifically, informants complained that external boundary work turned out to be much more complex than expected, and thus also much more effortful. The following two constraints, CS as a showcase and CS as a silo, were associated to low boundary permeability and high infrastructuring, respectively.

Low boundary permeability: CS as showcase. Differently from what happened with internal boundary work, we found that internal members’ control over projects led to a very different pattern of collaboration than envisaged initially – i.e., CS as showcase, instead of laboratory. Specifically, since internal members maintained control over boundaries, they also controlled the extent to which outsiders (i.e., clients and public opinion leaders such as food bloggers and journalists) actually experienced and used the CS for contributing to joint projects. For instance, informants often referred to critical incidents in which FoodCorp’s managers brought suppliers and customers to visit the space to impress them thanks to the CS innovative aspect, and thus to convey the image of FoodCorp as an innovation pioneer, but without allowing them to get immersed in the CS activities. While most of the informants we interviewed considered the use of CS as a showcase superficial and inappropriate, they explained that it continued to be a frequently employed practice that prevented more generative and immersive activities to take place with external stakeholders:

“We continue to use it as a showroom yes, it’s a way of telling others we’re not just an ordinary stiff multinational, we are informal and creative because we use post-its all the time (laughs). I will confess something that is really embarrassing,
I had to even attach fake post-its a couple of times just to show what they wanted to see”. (Informant 11, CS Manager R&D)

High boundary infrastructuring: CS as silo. Similarly, to what happened in internal innovation projects, open innovation projects were perceived as restricted and opaque to the rest of the organization. There was little visibility about which external stakeholders entered the CS, when, and why. Even less was known about the progression and the outcomes of the projects in which externals were involved. This was also caused by the fact that external stakeholders were always invited by internal employees to participate in CS activities (see discussion of low boundary permeability above), and it never happened that a project challenge was launched by external stakeholders, as it never happened that a project team was composed by more than one or two external stakeholders. As a consequence, informants often lamented that each project with external stakeholders became a black box (or ‘silo’ as they termed it) about which the rest of the organization had little knowledge.

“Actually, we are not very informed about what happens in embedded projects and how many we have out there. (Name of CS manager) calls us and asks “Do you want to do some activities in the CS? We discuss together the areas in which we could do something there, perhaps others do the same. But all the other projects with internals or externals, I don’t know them, actually, I don’t know what people are working on in there at the moment (…) It would be a good idea to let people across the organization know what is happening there, just to break this sort of black box (…)”. (Informant 20, HR)

Moreover, the access to the CS depended upon organizational approval and it required the intermediation of the CS managers. For instance, to access the CS inside FoodCorp, it was necessary for external stakeholders to have an appointment set with the space manager or with other internal employees. In addition, not only did they have to register at the reception, but an internal member of the organization had to personally pick them up at the reception desk. This procedure was deemed onerous and discouraged outsiders from using the space (see excerpts in Appendix).
Unbalanced boundary work in the CS: perceived trade-off between internal and external boundary work

The emergent constraints to internal and external boundary work were perceived as complications that required increasing efforts and attention to both types of boundary work. Both managers and users, internals and externals argued that the CS was a ‘sensitive arena’ where boundary work seemed ‘unbalanced’. Two elements were frequently mentioned to indicate trade-offs between internal and external boundary work: limited resources for collaborative innovation in general and need for additional time to achieve successful boundary blurring and buffering, respectively. Managers of the CS repeatedly argued that the CS was a contested space and populating it with people and projects required considerable effort from all involved parties. The fact that the space was used in ways that were not initially expected (i.e., as maze, cloister, showcase, and silo) accounted for the increasing efforts required to make the CS more congruent to initial expectations. Consequently, additional resources in terms of time and attention were deemed necessary to perform boundary work successfully internally and externally. As exemplified by the following field notes, focusing on doing internal boundary work “the right way” automatically directed resources in that direction and withdrew them from doing external boundary work. In the same way, as employees focused on external boundary work, they felt they were not able to perform internal boundary work effectively, so they preferred to focus on one at a time because of limited resources available.

The trade-off perception was associated to the emergent constraints of boundary work, which increased the heterogeneity of the CS, and the complexity that had to be managed inside the CS.

“I participated in different types of sessions, with external students and internal ones, with coaches and with clients, and on different topics, not only on products. If there are external people, you are a little more open to contamination, but if we stay among ourselves in the end it is easy to fall into the same ways [...] However, when there’s many of us from different departments and we’re not that used to
also external people because then the complexity just explodes”. (Informant 18, R&D)

Also, informants often appeared unsatisfied about the level of progression in both internal and external boundary work. Significantly, at the end of our research project, we conducted a debriefing with the informants and asked for feedback on the findings in our grounded model. While they fully agreed with our findings and indicated internal and external boundary work efforts as a critical issue in how the CS was perceived within the organization, they also appeared convinced that conducting successful collaborative product development took significant time. For instance, they manifested their conviction that the three years since the setup of the CS marked just the beginning of a long journey made of trials and errors, in which outsiders and insiders would have learned to know each other better, built on previous successes and failures, and developed more robust and functional collaboration schemes.

“According to me, the physical space is an important aspect and it must provide a lot of support for collaboration, but the interpersonal aspects are the ones that make the difference at the end of the day. If we’re not able to work out internal differences, how can we do it with important customers like (name of FoodCorp’s retail customer)? Also, as we bring in a client, can we also deal with inter-functional wars successfully? These are things that we must still figure out in the next years, and I believe enthusiasm will play a huge part in making individual efforts come through”. (Informant 14, R&D)

Summarizing, we refer to unbalanced boundary work to describe the condition in which an organization attempting to perform product development through multiplex (i.e., simultaneous internal and external) collaborations experienced both internal and external boundary work as more effortful than initially expected. The acknowledgement that multiplex boundary work requires more resources leads to experience a trade-off between the ability to focus on internal boundary work and the ability to perform external boundary work.

Discussion

Our analysis, summarized in the grounded model of Figure 1, has several theoretical implications. First, we suggest that the affordances and constraints related to an organization’s
attempts to engage in both internal and external innovation can be better understood when treated together, as multiplex boundary work. Our model highlights that the factors determining the innovative performance of highly heterogeneous innovation project teams regards not only how individuals decide to leverage each type of diversity (i.e., internal and external) but also the difficulties they encounter in dealing with both simultaneously. Thus, by highlighting that configurations of diversity – be they internal or external – do not explain by themselves innovation performance, the study extends previous innovation literature that has mainly focused on the relation between structural configuration of highly diverse teams and their performance (Dvir et al., 1998, Jassawalla and Sashittal, 1999, Mannix and Neale, 2005).

Adopting the theoretical lens of boundary work, the study brings to the fore the paramount role of several boundary work mechanisms related to a Collaborative Space in individuals’ ability to act collaboratively in innovation projects with high diversity. As follows we comment on each mechanism.

**The mediation of Collaborative Spaces in expectation-experience loops regarding collaborative innovation**

The study highlights a paradoxical mechanism according to which when an organization makes available support tools to help its members face the complexities of innovation processes, if the same tools are ‘associable’ to generalized expectations about successful innovation, they may determine the opposite outcome by triggering in participants illusionary expectations of success that could clash with actual experiences. For instance, when the collaborative space was proposed as a generic support tool for open innovation, FoodCorp’s double objective to tear down internal boundaries (i.e., cross-functional co-generation), and gain further control on external boundaries (i.e., interdependent involvement) became embedded. The image of the collaborative space as ‘innovation laboratory’ stimulated individuals’ expectations about collaborative innovation, projecting them in a future where cross-functional and internal-
external differences could have been easily overcome and free knowledge exchanges would have become the norm. However, we also testified the perils and illusions of such mechanism. The expectation-experience loop documented in this study indicates the likelihood that expected and experienced collaboration behaviors in complex innovation projects become contrasting because individuals underestimate the very complexity that the support tool is trying to solve. Put differently, when collaborative innovation support tools such as a collaborative space are seen as ‘shortcut’ for express collaboration, negative consequences may emerge because of underexplored and underestimated dynamics of actual collaboration.

In line with the socio-material perspective in boundary work (Leonardi, 2012, Orlikowski and Scott, 2008, Okhuysen and Bechky, 2009, Nicolini et al., 2012), we highlight the important link between individuals’ perceptions of the material features of a space and the boundary work strategy that they decide to enact. We confirm that configurational features of collaborative spaces often emphasized by the innovation literature – in our case, centrality, modularity and plasticity – acted as triggers of expectations about successful collaboration (Bechky, 2003, Carlile, 2004, Ungureanu et al., 2018b, Koskinen, 2005, Boscherini et al., 2010). So far, the few innovation studies addressing boundary objects as support tools for innovation have either focused on their physical features (Boscherini et al., 2010) or highlighted the interpretations of boundary objects during innovation projects (Koskinen, 2005), portraying them as unambiguous tools that can be univocally set up, planed, and managed in order to maximize innovation performance (Barley, 2015). By contrast, our study goes beyond the established configurational approach. We draw attention to the ambiguous nature of collaborative spaces, by portraying them as boundary objects for open innovation and in line with a socio-material approach, we suggest that collaborative spaces often generate both affordances and constraints for collaboration. To this purpose, we emphasize that perceived material features of the CS act as a ‘scaffold’ (i.e., container) for individuals’ expectations about complex innovation projects,
and not as the drivers of innovation themselves (Edmondson and Harvey, 2018). We have shown that expectations about setting up a laboratory for free and fluid knowledge exchanges was opposed by other four emergent perceptions of the CS: as maze, cloister, silo and showcase. Based on these findings, we argue that using collaborative spaces as boundary objects in complex innovation projects may be less straightforward than suggested by innovation studies. For instance, instead of promptly recognizing boundary objects and using them effectively to maximize innovation outcomes (Boscherini et al., 2010, Koskinen, 2005), individuals may often engage in trial and error processes in which objects’ usefulness is first approximated (i.e., lab), then may undergo conflicting perceptions (maze, cloister, silo and showcase) and become actively edited/reconfigured as the collaboration in the innovation project evolves (Carlile, 2002, Bechky, 2003, Edmondson and Harvey, 2018, Edmondson and Nembhard, 2009, Nicolini et al., 2012).

**Multiplex boundary work strategies in open innovation projects:**

While previous literature on innovation teams pays particular attention to team configurations, we propose an attention shift to the *configurations of boundaries*. A main contribution of this study is to explain *how* boundary work happens in innovation projects operating across what we here define as *‘multiplex boundaries’:* collaborative configurations that allow simultaneous work on multiple boundaries having different characteristics. The study identified two boundary characteristics: boundary permeability and boundary infrastructuring and showed that the same collaborative space privileged different types of boundary configurations, according to whether individuals were involved in internal (cross-functional) projects or in projects with external stakeholders (open innovation). Specifically, internal boundaries were perceived as highly permeable and highly infrastructured while external boundaries were perceived as having low permeability and high infrastructuring. It is noteworthy that this composite boundary articulation occurred within the same physical space. Hernes (2004) talks
about different types of boundaries that organizational members act towards and with - i.e., mental, social and physical- suggesting that affordances and constraints occur because individuals always mobilize a combination of such boundaries when they collaborate in diverse teams. For instance, one may fail to perform successful boundary work if too much attention is placed on breaking physical boundaries while social or mental boundaries remain unchanged. In our study, while internal and external projects were carried out within the same space, the same physical boundaries were perceived as having different degrees of permeability – i.e., different degrees to which they allowed free and fluid knowledge exchanges between involved parties – and in turn influenced what individuals believed they could accomplish together (i.e., boundary blurring or boundary buffering). Importantly, we have shown that simultaneous boundary spanning may increase perceived project heterogeneity and create a trade-off between participants’ internal and external boundary work resources – i.e., attention and relational efforts. Too much heterogeneity, if not managed well, can inhibit creativity and efficient collaboration. For instance, being able to use the space according to one's needs is an important aspect of space-centered innovation because it takes into account the individual needs of control of the work area and the exchanges of knowledge that take place within it (Dul et al., 2011, Elsbach and Pratt, 2007). However, when heterogeneity is high, the risk is that the area becomes chaotic (maze), superficial (showroom), impenetrable (cloister) or over-specialized (silo) and the control perceived by each user decreases. The main takeaway is that different perceptions of boundary configurations (i.e., permeability and infrastructuring) may lead to different perceptions of the CS and thus to different strategies of boundary spanning. The consequence is that each strategy may require by itself more time, attention and resources than initially expected by users, such that a trade-off between the two is generated. While this study documents a trade-off between internal boundary blurring and external boundary buffering, other strategies may also be present in other contexts. For instance, a recent review
(Langley et al., 2019) identifies multiple types of boundary management strategies, from defending one’s territory, to opening up to others and up to reconfiguring boundaries through sophisticated interpersonal strategies (Faraj and Yan, 2009, Ungureanu and Bertolotti, 2018). We contribute to this literature by answering a recent call by Langley and colleagues (2019) to consider not only cases of single boundary spanning but also cases in which individuals are called to perform multiplex boundary work.

**Limitations, Future Directions and Managerial Implications**

This study is not without limitations. Since our study relied on a single case study in a multinational organization operating in the food industry and having a high focus on innovation, our findings have limited generalizability. We thus call for future research on simultaneous internal and external boundary work in settings that are either highly similar or different from this study (e.g., flat, project-based organizations, SMEs). We also highlight the promising direction of investigating the configuration of boundaries in open and/or cross-functional innovation projects, rather than the configuration of the project teams itself. Future research on multiplex boundaries are thus highly welcome. In a seminal study, Mary Douglas (2003) discussed boundaries as dangerous areas of tension that are constantly pushed forward by individuals who try to reach safer harbors. We have seen that high diversity can be interpreted as both a sign of danger and as an opportunity. Future studies would need to clarify when and if high diversity always causes trade-offs between different types of boundary work. Also, given that the collaborative space in our study is still undergoing transformation and since most of our informants declared that they “needed more time and effort to make collaboration work” (informants’ words), we cannot exclude the possibility of a subsequent realignment between expectations and experiences. Further longitudinal research in innovation projects could clarify if the strategies observed in FoodCorp were permanent or marked just a transition stage towards more efficient strategies of multiplex boundary work.
In terms of managerial implications, we draw the attention to the promises, advantages and disadvantages of collaborative spaces for innovation. This topic has generated high resonance in the managerial world if we consider that demand for flexible workspace solutions from corporate clients increased by 21% in 2018 worldwide and that at the end of the same year 14% of employees at large companies used some sort of collaborative space to manage business processes (Communion Cowork, 2019). Not only do we suggest that managers must pay significant attention to potential misalignments of expectations and experiences of collaboration in complex innovation projects, but we also highlight the dangers associated to considering collaborative spaces as shortcuts for diverse team management. While we acknowledge the affordances of collaborative spaces for innovation, we also draw attention to the possible pitfall that collaborative spaces, by symbolizing freedom of exchange and informality, may generate high expectations about collaboration in diverse teams. We also draw attention to the importance of anticipating possible trade-offs between innovation projects developed through cross-functional teams only, and open innovation projects involving also external stakeholders, and suggest that ordering and prioritizing boundary work may be a safer way for organizations that use both innovation methods. We also suggest that another useful strategy for dealing with internal and external boundary work is setting thresholds of diversity in both internal and external projects. This can be implemented by designing team composition in advance and by considering everyone’s commitments on other similar projects or regulating flow and movement during collaboration sessions within the collaborative space.

In sum, in line with other studies in the innovation and the boundary work literatures, we have testified an effortful process of boundary work (Edmondson and Harvey, 2018). The assumption that spanning thick internal and external boundaries simultaneously is worth the effort from team members, while highly plausible, has yet to be fully examined. To this purpose, we need to further our understanding of the contingent benefits of team member
interactions during cross-boundary teaming. Considering both collaboration behaviors and collaborative spaces should give us a better picture of the processes that are supporting or impeding spanning multiplex boundary spanning.
Table 1. Key aspects of data collection: informants’ details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUNCTIONAL AREAS</th>
<th>ROLE DESCRIPTION/ MISSION IN THE CS</th>
<th>INFORMANTS</th>
<th>YEARS IN THE ORG.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS MANAGERS</td>
<td>Space management &amp; innovation project design: open innovation design; collaboration process facilitation, applied collaboration sessions, space design, space planning, coordination of both internal and external innovation projects.</td>
<td>2 (female)</td>
<td>&gt;10 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 (male)</td>
<td>&lt;5 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Plan, manage and evaluate operations of the Human Resources department, including knowledge management, talent development, organizational welfare programs, etc.</td>
<td>1 (female)</td>
<td>&gt;10 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (male)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARKETING</td>
<td>Research, determine, examine and evaluate demand for new and existing products, targeted campaigns and promotional strategies, market research interface</td>
<td>4 (male)</td>
<td>&gt;10 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5 (male)</td>
<td>&lt;5 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUALITY</td>
<td>Coordinate and manage all the quality control and prevention activities of a production process, to ensure that all product process meets internal and external standards</td>
<td>1 (female)</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>Research and development in technological innovation related to improving products and production processes or creating new ones; with other functions define new product specifics and follow new product industrialization; manage org. knowledge for innovation</td>
<td>8 (female)</td>
<td>&gt;10 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 (male)</td>
<td>&gt;5 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALES</td>
<td>Plan, organize, direct, control and evaluate the activities of companies and departments involved in commercial, industrial, institutional, e-business and wholesale sales activities.</td>
<td>1 (female)</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTERNAL STAKE HOLDERS</td>
<td>Masters’ students working under supervision on specific innovation challenges launched by the organization Business consultants on open innovation implementation using design thinking method Customers (retailers) invited to contribute to specific new product development projects</td>
<td>5 (female)</td>
<td>&lt;1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 (male)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Data structure of the grounded model

Figure 3. A grounded model of the role of collaborative space as organizational support for internal and external boundary work in innovation projects with high diversity.
Appendix 1. Field excerpts (i.e., interviews and observations) exemplifying the categories of the grounded model
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